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JC1 & JC 2 General Paper Tuition (2021)
Call Simon @ 9689 0510
Lesson
No
Jan
Feb

Content of Teaching
Theme (Science and Technology). EWS: Extraction and Application of content.
CAT: Reading Skills and SAQs
Theme: Poverty and Inequality. EWS - Introduction and Conclusion, CAT –
Inference question

Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov

Review of Promotional Exam question and class practice
Theme: Culture. EWS – Structural Development, Causation
Mid-year Exam Preparation – exam is at the last week of May before June Hols
Theme: Religion, Modern Society, CAT and EWS skills development workshop
Theme: Economics. EWS- Advanced paragraph development. CAT –
Application questions and Summary
Theme- Rights of the society Part II. EWS – Essay Writing Practices. CAT:
Review of Exam Papers
Theme- Revision. Preparation for Promo Exam
Final GP Preparation for GCE A level
For JC 1 students, class resumes at Mid-November

All students who enroll for classes before 31st May 2021 are given two free Fundamental
GP Skills Development Lessons to be conducted online. Lessons will be arranged be
once students sign up any subjects offered by the center.
Time-slots Available:
1) Saturday
2) Sunday
3) Wednesday
4) Thursday

12:30pm to 2:30pm
12:30pm to 2:30pm
5:30pm to 7:30pm
5:30pm to 7:30pm

5) Free Skills Development Workshops are conducted on every Monday and Thursday from
8pm to 10pm. Confirmation of lessons will be given once students sign up.
Terms and Conditions:
1) Fees:
a. Registration and Material Fees: $50
b. 4 lessons payment: $280 for J2 students / $250 for J1 Students
2) Each lesson is 2 hours. There is also an extra review lesson taught online to review
the homework once every two months to help students to improve their work.
3) A discount will be given for student who sign up for both Economics and General Paper.
4) Fees payment is made at the start of the first lesson of this programme.
5) Payment for the programme is in cash or cheque. Please make payment
to ECONOMICSFOCUS if you are paying by cheque.
Bishan: Blk 283, Bishan Street 22 #01-185 (2nd Storey) Singapore 570283
Bedok: Blk 205, Bedok North Street 1 #01-365 (2nd Storey) Singapore 460205
Contact: Call Simon @ 9689 0510

Email: simonngchinsun@gmail.com
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6) To make payment in other for payment mode like Paynow, please use the info below:
Paynow Account
JCGPTUITION
DBS Digital Account
072-0206533
ACRA UEN – T16LL0220K
7) Replacement lesson can be made for students who are absent from class for whatever
reason, but they must choose from the available timeslots.
8) All classes are held at Blk 283, Bishan Street 22, #01-185 (2nd Storey), S570283. As
for
online
classes,
it
is
conducted
through
our
learning
portal
www.gptuitiononline.com.sg.
9) Please feel free to call Simon at 9689 0510 if you need further enquiry.

What you learn in our GP Tuition Classroom and GP Tuition Online:
Let’s Practise!
Virtual Classroom is a skills-oriented learning feature that guides you
through the thinking and writing processes systematically. Try these
e-learning tools to improve your essay writing and
comprehension answering skills.

Arrange your Essay Writing Structure
Develop your skills in understanding of the requirements of the question and capacity to
create a structure of writing over many practices to prepare yourself to answer
spontaneously with minutes under exam stress.
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Try the Essay Writing Practices
Attempt our practices to be familiar with different essay question types. Learn the
fundamentals of essay writing, such as outline writing, perspective setting and rebuttal. You
can submit your essay practices for tutor review.

Attempt the Comprehension Practices
Try our comprehension questions, consisting of short answer questions, summary and
application questions (AQ). Learn the reading and writing skills, like information extraction,
inference and paraphrasing. Similarly, you can submit completed practices
for marking by the tutor.
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Explore different real world issues
Browse digital magazines that cover a broad range of topics, ranging from the wondrous
field of Science and Technology to the controversial debate on Censorship and Social
Media. We have organised these fascinating areas of study to keep them bite-sized
and engaging at the same time.

Enhance your thinking and writing skills
In addition to knowledge enrichment, GP Study Magazine includes model essays to
demonstrate how you can apply your newfound knowledge to practice questions. These
model essays are written by our very own JC GP Tutor Simon Ng. Examine these essays
and start practising to be ready.

Be enthralled by our illustrative videos and infographics
In contrast to physical magazines, our learning app features educational videos that discuss
issues relating to a specific theme. Also, we broaden your understanding of these themes
via illustrative infographics and interesting facts that can be used in your essays and
application questions (AQs).
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Our Class Activities:
1) Topical and Content Enrichment
Students will be introduced to various GP issues, like Education, Social Media and
Science & Technology. The classes will cover key terms, issues, and discussion of
topics that will help students to understand the complexities and significance of GP
issues. By doing so, students can derive the underlying implications from
comprehension passages and expand on their essay discussion effectively.
2) Essay Writing Skills
Application techniques for GP essays are essential for those who strive to attain grade
A in A Level General Paper. The revision programme will facilitate the acquisition of
essay writing skills, like question analysis, outline setting, paragraph development, and
point elaboration. Also, students will learn to write different types of essays, like the
‘Do you agree’ (DYA) and ‘To what extent’ questions. As such, students will become
versatile in their writing abilities and develop the confidence to excel at the
examinations.
3) Comprehension Answering Techniques
The development of comprehension answering skills is achieved through the use of
practice questions during the GP tuition revision programmes. Students will learn how
to read the given passages and annotate important parts of the text. Under the
guidance of JC GP tutor Simon Ng, students are encouraged to engage in activate
discussion to understand the intentions of the writers, such as why they use certain
phrase and italics. Hence, students will develop the proficiency and flexibility to tackle
different types of short-answer comprehension questions.
4) Summary Writing and Application Questions (AQ) Practices
Although summary and AQs are part of the GP comprehension question component,
the revision programme will also feature practice sessions for students to improve
specific skillsets that are related to these two sections. Students will develop writing
techniques, like word substitution, extraction of information and arrangement of ideas.
Then, within the given timeframe, students will write out their answers to simulate
examination conditions. Therefore, a realistic frame of practice will prepare students
adequately for the GP examinations.
5) Class Practices and Question Discussion
Generalpaper.com.sg advocates the undertaking of regular and extensive class
practices as students can identify their knowledge gaps and limitations in answering
questions. The GP Tuition revision programme will feature class practices for GP
essays and comprehensions to help students to build the familiarity of questions.
Furthermore, JC GP tutor Simon Ng will review the answers of students and provide
feedback on the areas of improvement. Post-practice discussion will be conducted to
encourage students to reflect and check their answers more thoroughly, so as to
minimize errors.
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